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Abstract

Expert problem-solving programshave focused on
working problems which humansconsiderdifficult. Oddly.
many such problem-solverscould not solve less difficult
versionsof the problemsaddressedby their expertise. This
shortcomingalsocontributedto theseprograms’inability to
solve harderproblems. To overcomethis ‘paradox’ requires
multiple representationsof knowledge,inferencingschemesfor
each,andcommunicationschemesbetweenthem.

This paperpresentsa program,NEWTON, applying
this idea to the domain of simple classical mechanics.
NEWTON employs the method of envisionment,whereby
simplequestionsmay be answereddirectly, and plansproduced
for solving more complex problems. Envisioning enables
NEWTON to usequalitativeargumentswhen possible,with
resortsto mathematicalequationsonly if thequalitative
reasoningfalls to produceasolution. -

Introduction

Expert problem-solvingprogramshave focused on
working problemswhich humansconsiderdifficult. Charniak
demonstratedthe expertiseof CARPS[68) by using it to solve
problemsfrom afreshmancalculustext. The achievementsof
MACSYMA tMathlab 74) are touted by exhibiting sonic
complicatedexpressionsit can integrate. Thereis no doubt
that thesetwo problem areasaredifficult, but before we
attributeexpertiseto theseprogramswe should first examine
thedepthof their understandingof the problem areas. I
proposeonecriterion: As well as beingable to solve th~difficult
problems,the expertproblem-solvershouldbe able to solve simpler
versionsof a problemwit/i qualitatively simpler techniques. We
will seethat the inability to solve simpleproblems is the source
of many of the difficulties problem-solversencounter in
attackingharderproblems.

My experienceteachingelectrical network theory
suggeststhat this criterion also applies to students. Consider
the problemof determiningthe averagepower-dissipatedby a
network. A general techniquewhich solves this problem is to
write down Kirchoff’s current law for all the nodesand solve
the resultingequations. A poor student alwaysapplies this
techniqueimmediately,while the betterstudentlooks first to see
whethersomesimplificationsarepossible. For example,if the
network consistedof only capacitorsand inductors, the poor
student still sets up equations while the better student
immediately replies zero since capacitolsand inductors do not
dissipatepower. The reasonthe student who immediately sets
up equationsdoesworse, is that without first simplif ying the
problemthe resultingequationsareoften unmanageable.If the
topology of the network wasunspecified,the poor student
would be unableto even set up the equationswhile the better
studentwould still be able to solve the problem.

To determinewhetheran the object releasedat A
reachesB on the roughenedtrack requiresa carefulanalysisof
the shapeand frictional propertiesof the track.
The slightly different problem where friction is zero can be
solvedwith the sametechnique. This would he a ratherstupid
sincea simple comparisonof the relative heightsof A and B
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would solve the problem directly. The mark of an expert is
that such qualitatively simpler problems are attacked by
qualitatively dii ferent techniques.

I proposethat an expert probleni~solver~houlclbe
ableto employ multiple representationsfor the same problem.
Within each representationradically different reasoning
techniquescan be used. By employing the different
representations,the problem-solvercan solve problems of
varying difficulty and, more importantly, use only those
reasoningtechniqueswhich areappropriateto the chilficufty of
the problem. By definition, such a problem-solvermeets the
abovecriterion.

in mechanics,a usefuldistinction can be made
between qualitative and quantitative knowledge. Qualitative
knowledgerepresentsthe scenein termsof grossfeaturessuch
the generaltype of curveand the relative heights between
points. Quantitativeknowledgerepresentsthe same scene in
termsof mathematicalequationsdescribingthe shapesof the
curves and the numericaldistancebetweenpoints. A simplc
qualitative rule usesthe relativeheights to determinewhe:her
an object releasedat one point can reach the Other.
Quantitalive reasoning,on theother hand,symbolically
manipulatesthe mathematicalequationsand numerical
quantitiesto obtain thesameresult.

A problem-solver which employs these two
representationsfor solving thesamr problem hasa number of
distinct advantages:
(I) It solves simpler problems with drastically simpler
techniques.
(2) Evenwhen qualitativeanalysisfails, it setstip specificplans
which greatlysimplify the quantitativeanalysisof the problem
(3) Qualitativeanalysiscan handle indeterminaciesin problem
specification.
The first advantagehasalreadybeendiscussed.

Even if we were only interested in problems
requiring equations,the qualitativeanalysisstill performsa
crucial role in the problem-solving. By itself a mathematical
equationcontainsno useful information. To makeuse of an
equationthe meaningsof each of the variablesnitist be
specified and the conditionsof his applicability mustbe known.
Thereare manyequationsdescribingthe motion of moving
objectsandrelating thedimensionsof physicalobjects,but how
do we determinewhich of theseequationsare relevant to the
problem at hand? Although the qualitativeanalysisof the
problem may fail, requiring quantitative analysis. the
qualitative analysis determinesthe kind of event happening
thus providing a concisestiggestionas to which equationsare
relevant.

The qualitativeanalysisalso providesan oveiall
structurefor the solution of the problem. A problem c~in
involve a number of independentparts each requit lug

quantitativesolution. Considerthe problemof a block sliding
overa hill first you must determinewhetherthe block can
make it to the lop of the bill, and then you must det~rmnine
whetheror not the block flies off the hill becauseit is too steep
on the other side. The qualitative analysisfirst presentsthe
problem of reachingthe top for quantitativean.lysis, and if
the top is reachableit presentsthe problemof whetherthe
objectfalls off the hill on theotherside.

The qualitative argumentdoes not require a
completely describedscene. For example,qualitativeanalysis
tells you that a ball will roll down an inclined plane without
“6: rt~ Kicer



needingto know the slopeof the incline or the radiusof the
ball. To determinethe velocity of the ball at the bottom of the
Incline theseother quantities must be incorporatedinto
equationswhich aresubsequentlysolved for the final velocity.

A difficulty introduced by multiple representationsis
communication. One problem is that the way one
representationrefersto a particular entity is often radically
different from how the other representationsrefer to this same
object. Another problem is the format of the queries and
repliesbetweenrepresentations

Although the theory suggeststhat multiple
representationsareuseful, it doesnot provide any information
about the detailsof the representationsor how to utilize tliem
En orderto explorethe theoryfurther an expertproblem-solver
NEWTON has beenconstructed. It solves problemsin the
mechanicsmini-world of roller coasters’~(the kinematicsof
objectsmoving on surfaces). NEWTON is not intendedto he
a generalmechanicsproblem-solver,but is only used to
demonstratethe aboveprinciples. Within its mirii-woilct it cats
handlea wide rangeofproblems. It usesqualitativeauguments
when possible,but will resort to equationsif necessaiy. It
recognizesnonsensicalproblems. It doesnot becomeconfused
or ineffident when given irrelevant facts,objects or equations.

One extremelyImportant pieceof qualitative
knowledgeis theability to roughly predictwhat will happen in
a given scene. For example,qualitativeknowledgeteil.s you
that an unsupportedobjectwill fall or that a rubber bali will
bounce. We will call this envisioning. More formally.
envisioningmeansgeneratinga progressionof snapshotswhich
describewhat might or could happen. The most important
featureof a scenein the roller coasterworld is the position of
themovingobject, andso the snapshotis bestdescribedby the
position of theobject. An entire event is describedby a lice,
eachnodebeinga possibleposition for the objectandeacharc
indicating an actionwhich movesthe object from one position
to another.

The quantitativeknowledge uses a FRAME-like
organizationto packagetogether mathematicalequations.
There are an extremely large number of different equations
that could be applicableto any problem. Fortunately,since
equationstend to come in groups,an individual decisionneed
not be madeaboutthe relevanceof everysingleequalion. The
relationshipsbetweenthe anglesand sides of a sriingle loins
one suchgroup or FRAME. Another possible FRAME IS tit€
kinematicequationswhich hold for uniformly acceleiatinb
objects. With this representationonly a small number of
decisionsare required to determinewhich equationsaie
relevant. It also providesa convenientway to providemeaning
to the variables in the equations. Sincethe FRAME only
applies when certain conditions are met, the variables in the
equationsof the FRAME can refer to these conditions to
provide a meaningto the variableswhich is generalamong all
the FRAMES.

In order to actually solvemechanicsproblems two
other distinctly different representationsbecomeimportant.
One of the representationsoriginates from the qualitative
knowledgeand the other originatesfrom the quantitative
knowledge. The envisioning can often solve the problem
directly, however, if it fails it must be able to articulate its
difficulty for the FRAME-representations.This requutes
carefullyanalyzingand transformingthetreesgeneratedby the
envisionmentutilizing separateanalysisand transformation
rules. This analysisdetermineswhich top-level FRAISI F us
relevantto theproblem and which variablesneed to he solved
for. Theresultof instantiatingthe FRAMEs is an information
structurewhich relatesall the equationsand variablesrelevant
to theoriginal problem. This dependencynetwork is thc’n
analyzed to identify possible paths to the solution. Symbolic

mathematicaltechniquesarethen applied to checkthe possible
path. If the manipulation is unsuccessfulor intractablewith
thesymbolic techniquesavailableother pathsaretried.

With theseadded refinementsthe organizationof
NEWTON is as follows:

Envisioning representsthe original scenein termsof its gross
featores detcimining what might possibly happen .and
recording this information in a tree. Its knowledge is
representedby rules which look at grossfeaturesand then
extendthe envision~ingtree. The remainingqualitative
knowledgerepresentsthe original problem in termsof the tree
generatedby the envisionment.Its knowledgeis representedas
transformationand analysisrtiles whoseapplicationeventually
results in a plan to solve the problem. The quantitative
knowledgeis representedin FRAMEs, a small subsetof which
is instantiatedfor any particular problem. It olaintains a
CONNIVER-like [McDermott & Sussman74) data-baseto
representthe semanticsof variables. After instantiation the
FRAMEs areexaminedfor possible pathsto the solution, and
symbolic techniquesare invoked to evaluatethese possible
paths.

The only entities which can be referred to in
messagesbetweenrepresentationsarephysicalobjects, instances
of time, and variables describingthem. Every representation
refersto theseprimitive entities in thesameway. The problem
of the format of the messageshasbeenresolvedby having
specialptirposeexpertsbetweeneach two representationsthat
ever wish to communicate.This is not as unsatisfactoryas it
might seem sinceour theory imposesvery rigid constraintson
the nature of tins wmmunicatton. A query is generatedonly
after the problem is discoveredto be unsolvablein one
representation,and thus the query asks a very preciseand

ecu icted cluestion. The answersgenerated by queriesare
limited by the kindsof questionsasked.

- To get an overall idea of the different
representationsconsiderthe following simple mechanics
problem:

A small block slides from restalong the indicated frictuonless
surface. Will the block reachthe point maiked X?

The following is a possibleprotocol of a human
solving the problem.

“The block will start to slide down the cutved
surfac. without falling off or changingdirection. After
reachingthe bottom it startsgoing up. It still will not fall off,
but it may start sliding back, If the block ever reachesthe
straight sectionIt still will not fall off there,but it may ueverse
its direction. To determineexactlywhetherthe block reachesX
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we must study the velocity of theblock as it moves along the
surface. The velocity at the bottom can be computed by using
conservation of energy:

Similarly, this velocity and conservation of energy can be used
to set up an equation which can be solved for the velocity (112)

at thestartof the straight section:

112 in V2~ 1/2 in v~2- nigh
2

if’ thesolution for v
2

is imaginary, then the straight segment is
neverreached. At thestraight sectionwe can usekinematics to
find out whethertheblock everreachesX. Theaccelerationof
the block along the surface must be:

a gsin T
Thelength of the straight segmentis 1.. 1 cos T. so by the well
known kinematic equation relating acceleration,distanceand
velocities:

03 v
2

2
- 2 L g tan T

Again if v
3

is Imaginary, X is not reachable.”
The first part of’ the protocol which involved

identifying a possible path to reach X we call envisioning.
Envisioningdescribes(andso limits) theproblemspacelot mccl
when we ignore the specific valuesof the variables. The
problemhadvariablesA

1
, A

2
, T andL which wererequiredfor

the solution but the protocol (before the decisionto calculate
velocities) held true for a wide rangeof valuesfor these
variables.The reasoningdependedon A

1
> 0, A2 > 0. L > 0, 0 <

T < 90 andthe facts that all the curveswere concavelions the
perspectiveof the object and that the curves were
differentiable everywhere. All this information could be
assumedfrom the diagram. Everythingthat was predictedby
theenvisioningwas achievablefor somevaluesof thevariables
and every possible assignmentof valuesto variables was
described.

The envisionmentNEWTON generatesfor this
problemis describedby the following figure. Theobject starts
at corner CI, slidesthrough segmentSI, reachescOrner C2,
slidesthroughsegmentS2, either slidesbackon segmentS~or
reachescornerC3,andso forth. -

Many questionscan be answereddirectly from the
envisionment. For the aboveproblem the question “Wiil it

reachS2?” can be answeredwithout ftirthem reasoning.
- Envisioningfails to answerthe questionwhen it predictsa
number of possibilities. When the block was sliding up the
hill, it could not be determinedwhen or if it would start sliding
back. ft is in identifying these multiple possibility points that
the envisionersets up specific subproblenss. Even when
further reasoningIs required to resolvesuch a qualitative
ambiguity,envisioning identifies thosepossibilities it must
distinguish between, Although there was the problem of
determiningwhether the block would or would not slide back
on the curve, the possibility of the block falltng off had beets
eliminatedby envisioning. In summary,envisioninggives local
and very specificproblemsfor further analysisand,on a global
scale, envisioning providesan organizationand plan to solve
the entire problem. The traceof the possibilities through time
providesthebasis for sucha plan. -

Quantitativeknowledge is used to disamhiguiate
betweenthe possibilities occuringat each fork. It is important
to note that FRAMEs are not procedures,but describe
dependenciesand assignmentsbetween variables. These
dependenciesaresearchedfor solutionsto the goal variable. A
FRAME is first examnined to determinewhetherit has the
solution for thegoal variable. If this seamcli is unsuccessfulall
equationswhich referencethe goal variableareexamined,and
a subgoal is generatedto find the remaining unknown
variablesin theseequations. All thecob FRAMEs referenced
by the FRAME areeventually included in this search. Viewed
from another perspective,the instantiationof a top-level

CL

FRAME resultsin a and-orgraph which must beanalyzedfoi
possible solutions. Each equation which iefetencesthe goal
variable contributesto a disjunction since eachsuch equation
could possibiy yield iii ~olutio~. Unknown variables in
equationsreferencing the goal variable contribute to
con junctions since every unknown in the equation inSist be
determined to achieve the goal.

The MASS-MOVEMENT FRAME knows about
movements of objects on surfaces, but is not concerned about
the possibility that the objects may fall off the surfaces. The
following is a descriptionof MASS-MOVEMENT and the
other FRAMESit references. A FRAME usestwo kinds of
variables: the names of the objects it is concerned about and
mathematicalvariablesdescribing propertiesof theseobjects
suchas velocityor acceleration.

FRAME inaso--movernent (IF object sturface U t2
VARIABLES:

(a ACCELERATION OF object,
theta ANGLE OF surface)

IF surface IS flat THEN
(USE right—trianqhe ON our face,
USE kin ON object surface ti t2,
a 6 oin(theta)),

USE energu ON objoct surface ti t2.

FRAME ener-qq OF object surface U 12
VAR! ABLES;

(vi VELOCITY OF object AT TIME ti,
vi : VELOCITY OF object AT TIME 12,
h : HE I CHT OF surf ac:e)

vf
2

— v1
2

2 G Ii,.
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FRAME right—triangle OF triangle
VARIABLES:

Ui
base
hgp
thetal
theta2

hyp sqrt(h2

sin ( the t all
sin(theta2)

FRAMEkin OF object surface U t2
VAR! ABLES:

(vf VELOCITY OF object AT TIME t2,
vi : VELOCITY OF object AT TIME ti,
d s DISTANCE OF surface,
t t TIME BETWEENti AND t2,
a ACCELERATIONOF object)

vf”’vi +at -

vf
2 v12 ÷ 2 a d

d vi t + ~S a t
2

.

NEWTON would solve this problem without
FRAMES by comparingthe heights of the endpointsdirectly.
In order to demonstratethe quantitative knowledge, this
possiblesolution (among many others)will be ignored. The
FRAMEs NEWTON uses are much more sophisticatedthan
these presentedhere; they are not shown since they involve
many featureswhich arenot relevantto this presentation. In
orderto get a betterunderstandingof how FRAMEs interact in
the problem-solvingprocesswe will artificially make Iii. A2. T
and L unknownandonly provide their valueswhen necessary

Envisioning determinesthat there is never a
possibility that the objectwill fly off. Sincethe envisionnierit
tree for this problem hasa fork at S2 andS~t,the problem is
decomposedinto the two subproblemsof first disambigtiating
what happensat S2 andthen disambiguatingwhat happensat
S3. This is the plan the qualitative knowledge developsfor
solving the problem. In order to analyzewhat happenson S2,
the velocity of theobject at the beginning of 52 must be
determined.The velocityat the beginningof S2 is the sameas
at the end of SI. so the first problem to be solved by the
quantitativeknowledgeis to find the velocityat the endof SI.

To find the velocity at the end of SI MASS-
MOVEMENTfiiOSt be invoked:

(MASS—MOVEMENT(81 SI TIMEI TIME2})
Before MASS-MOVEMENTis invoked, vartaFtcsmust be
assignedvaluesand meanings:
(VELOCITY 81 TII1E1) -known
(VELOCITY Bi TIF1E2I -desiredgoal
When MASS-MOVEMENT is invoked IFRAME attemptsto
find a valuefor this variable. Therearetwo placesin MASS-
MOVEMENT where possibleassignmentsto VF take place.
IFRAME discoversthat the assignmentin the conclitiotual
cannotbe reachedsince SI is not fiat, The only alternativeis
theENERGY FRAME. Using ENERGY is tinsuccessfulsince
HEIGHT is unknown, Every possibleattmpt ro achieve a
value for YE having now failed, the altcrnativeis to generard
subgoalsof discoveringthe variableswhich areblocking a
solution to the desiredgoal variable. The path to \‘F is
blocked by HEIGHT, but thereare i~oother accessible
referencesto HEIGHT in ENERGY or MASS-MOVEMENT
Problem-solvingnow haltsuntil HEIGHT is given,after which
IFRAME reexaminesENERGY and returnsa value for yE.
This value is rememberedand thesegmentS2 is examinedin
muchthe sameway using the YF on Si as VI on S2:

(MASS-MOVEMENT (81 92 TIME2 TIMC3))
Note that ENERGY returns an “impossible” result if the
equationsresult in an imaginarysolution, thus indicating that
theobjectcannottraverseS2. -

On S~IFRAME has two possiblepathsto a solution

If ENERGY is tried it fails becauseHEIGI-IT is unknown.
SinceS3 is flat KIN can be tried for a solution. For KIN io
succeedeither D or T must be known. Again everypath to VF
Is blocked. Finding a value for either HEIGHT. D or 1’ would
be sufficient to solvefor VF. Thereareno other referencesto
T in the FRAMEs so T cannot be achieved in MASS-
MOVEMENT. The two variablesHEIGHT and D can he
found by theFRAME RTRI. RTRI is then invoked on
segmentS3. Thereis not enoughinformation to solve for thece
variables. The valuesfor TI (angleof surface)and L (base
length of surface)in the instantiationof RTRI on S~aie given
and IFRAME proceeds. Now RTRI returns with values for
both D and HEIGHT. IFRAME hasa choice between
reexaminingK IN or ENERGY to solve the problem.
Dependingon whether this results in an “impossible” solution
or a particularvalue for YE, the questionof whetherC’! us
reachablehasbeetsanswered.

In order to demonstratethe importance of
envisioning and to illustrate the natureof the omnsuiiicatiois
betweenrepresentations,a simplified version of envisioning
and its Interaction with quantit?.tiveknowledge will he
discussedin the next section. For a more completediscrission
of this topic and the otherrepresentationsthe readeris referred
to ~deK leer 75].

The most basic and primitive knowledgeabout
physics is envisioning. For NEWTON, envisioning means
generatinga progressionof scenesencodedin a symbolic
description which describewhat could happen. Both in
NEWTQN andl in people,the envisionmentof the event is the
first step in the understandingof theproblem.

In fact, envisioning is necessaryto understandthe
eventat all. To understandthat a pencil might roll off a table
requiresthe ability to envision that event without actually
seeingit happen. Envisioning is pre-physicsknowledgeand its
presenceis independentof the goal of solving mechanics
problems. Envisioning is, however, the fundamentaltool for
understandingmechanics.

The envisioner requiresthat the original path be
describedin termsof segmentsfor which the slopeand
concavitydon’t changesign, and achievesthe envisionmentby
applying general rules which describeobject motions on
segmentswhosemonicavity arid slopedon’t chnr~y,esign. Ac a
consequencepoints at which the slopeor concavity arezero or
discontinuousarc’ identified. In NEWTONenvisionmentstaits
wolt the initial situation, identifies what is happeningin that
situation,generateschangedsituations,andrecursivelyanalyzes
thesenew situationsuntil all possibilitiesareexhausted. It may
seemthat it would be more efficient to only explore the
sItuations that lie on some path to thegoal [Rundy ‘i’ll.
Unfortunately, this goal directed reasoningrequiressome
measureof’ how close it is to the goal, and this requiresa
separateanalysisof the scene. An extra pre~analysisof the
sceneto identify pathsto the goal (nearnessto goal) roust
involve as much work as theenvisioning itself, Simple
strategiessuch as ‘when the goal is left, move left” are
insufficient when thepath turnsaround.

The envisionmentresults in a tree,every foi k of
which indicatesa qualitativeambiguity which needsto be
resolved. ‘rite forks for the roller coasterdomain can he
classifiedInto theactionsthatoccur there:

HEIGHT OF triangle,
BASE OF triangle,
DISTANCE OF triangle,
ANGLE1 OF triangle,
ANGLE2 OF trian~le}
+ base

2
)

h / hyp
base / hyp~

OR

SLiDE-SLIDE FLY-SLIDE
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FLY-SLIDE-SLIDE TRANSFORM-TRANSFORM

For eachkind of qualitativeambiguity thereexistsa
top-level of FRAME which can be used to resolvethat
ambiguity. Many of the FRAMES for different ambiguities
reference each other. Wehave already seen one such collection
of FRAMEsfor SLIDE-SLIDE: MASS-MOVEMENT.

After the envisionment is completed, NEWTON
accumulatesa list of ambiguitieswhich must he resolved to
reach the desired goal. This primitive plan is then analyzed to
optimize the disambiguationsthat must be done. The main
optImIzation Is the deletion of plan steps. Plan steps can he
deletedif succeedingplan steps implicitly repeatit. The plan
for theexamplesliding block problemIs:

SolveSLIDE-SLIDE on S2 and fail if C3 is not reached.
SolveSLIDE-SLIDE on S~tandfail if X is not reached.

The secondplan step completely determinesthe relevanceof
the first step to the goal. Hence it can be eliminated. Some
othereliminationsare:

SLIDE-SLIDE, FLY-SLIDE-SLiDE, FLY-SLIDE -> FLY-
SLIDE-SLIDF

SLIDE-SLIDE, FALL-SLIDE, FALL-SLID E(symmernica I) ->

FALL-SLIDE
Envisioning looks at only one point or segment at .a

time and the possibleactions it determinespertain only to that
particular point or segment. Sincethe envisioner titus local
information to determinelocal actions, the primitive plait it

generatesis restricted to employing local quantitative techniques
With the help of these transformation rules which eliminate
unimportant local plan steps, the important ‘global structureof
the problem can be identified. The resulting plant can take
maximal advantageof the global quantitativetechnique of
conservation of energy.

Problem Formulation

NEWTON contains quantitative techniques to
handle every possible qualitative ambiguity which can he
generated by the envisioner. Given the absolutenumerical
position of every point and the shapeof every segment,
NEWTON can alwaysdeterminewhat will happenif it less thc’
FRAM Es to deal with the segmenttypes. There are niany
other qualitative questionswhich can be asked besides“What

happens?”The qualitativeformulation of a problem leaves out
many details in both the description of the scene and thequeiy
about that scene. NEWTON attempts to reducequestionsto
the simple “What happens?” type as much as possible.
NEWTON also has some techniques to deal with other
question types,but theseareseverely limited and it is difficult
to characterizewhatclassof problemsthey solve.

The question can involve a quantitative request
abouta qualitative predicate: “What is the velocity of the
objectwhen it falls off?” NEWTON firtt tries to satisfy the
qualitativepredicate,andif that predicateis satisfiedattempts
to determinethe velocity when it falls off.

If the original problemcontainssymbolic patameters,
and all the qualitativedisambiguationscan be made,it returns
the final result in termsof theseparameters.NEWTON fails
when an unknown parameter makes a qualitative
disambiguationimpossible. (A smartersystemmight give a
disjunctiveanswer.) If NEVu1TON is provided with an explicit
numericalrangefor a particularparameter,it will attemptto do
the disambiguation with this limited information.

A problem can specifya resultanteffect and ask
what Initial conditions lead to that effect. NEWTONsolves
this type of’ problem by hypothesizing variables for all the
relevantinitial conditionsand the comparisonswhLh otherwise
would be used in disambiguation are used to accumulate
inequality constraints on theseinitial conditions. ‘Ihe loop-the-
loop problem is anexampleof this type:

A small block starts at rest and slidesalong a fricticinless loop-
the-loop as shown In the figure. What should the minimal
initial height be so that the block successfully completesthe
loop-the-loop?

The problemcan implicitly refer to pointswhich are
not present in the original figure. NEWTON can introctrice
points in a figure which arenot zeroesor sitagulanities.

A small block slidesfrom rest from the top of a frictionless
sphere. How far below thetop doesit lose contact with the
sphere?

There are many questionsabout the roller coaster
world that NEWTON cannotsolve:
“What is the period of an objecton a cycloid?”
“Would the object still make it if the height of the hill was
increased?”
“What is the curveof shortesttime betweentwo points?
“If the fall-off’ velocity is determinedwhat must the initial
height be?”

Concluding_Remarics

We have seen how NEW’ION can solvea wide
range of problems in its mini-woild. The power of the
techniques it rises are appropriate to the difficulty of the
problem it is asked to solve. When qualitative arguments will
work it rices them, and otherwise nesotts to mathematical
equations. The organization of multiple representations allows
it to limit the calculations as the problem-solving progresses.

Envi skin in g is an extremely powerful toot for
problem-solvingand deservesfurther attention. In order to do
any probh-m-sotvingabout moving physical objects some kind
of’ envisioning is required. Cleatly, an envisioner is needed its

FALL-SLIDE
F\Li.
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order to build a general mechanicsproblem-solver.
Envisioning would be useful in other donsains such as
electronicswhich dependon mechanicalintuitions. In general.
envisioning might be useful in every problem-solvingdomain
for which models exist. An example of a domain whete
envisioning plays no rote is pure mathematicsor the solving of
equationsindependentof somedomain.

NEWTONhas three weaknesses which should he
the subject of future researchin this area: a lack of a themy
of’ question types, an insufficiently powerful envisionet, and an
inappropriatetheoryof mathematicalexpertise.

The current envisioner is relatively simple since it
works with a single point object in only one dimension. More
general envisioning requires the manipulation of’ more than
one object at a time and an analysis in more thiu,n one
dimension. Font [76J describes a program WHISPER which
can do certain kinds of’ two dimensional envisioning. He is
more interestedin exploring theuse of analoguesthan
problem-solvingin general. A slightly extendedworld for
NEWTON would bea world with two moving objects. The
difficulty here is that theenvisionenneedsa notion of time. A
naive solution would be to envision the movementof each
object independently, and then assume a possible collision at
each intersecting point. Each such point again ~ieldstwo new
trees. Two dimensional envisioning is far more complex since
it introduces a large variety of new objects and possible
interactions between them. Consider the problemof computing
theperiod of this pendulum:

Two dimensional envisioning is needed to see that the nail
shortensthe length of the pendulumstring thus shortening the
the period.

NEWTON has no good theoryof question types
NEWTON can solveall “What happens?”questionswhich sic
totally described,and fortuitously slight modifications of these
techniquescan solvemany other problemtypes. Unfot tun.ately,
these other problem types cannot be characterized very well.
There is a need for a more powerful theory of question types.
and techniquesto dealwith these.

One of the unexpecteddifficulties eneoiuriteresi iii

implementing NEWTON was the interaction between
quantitative knowledge and mathematical expertise.
NEWTON’s mathematical expertise is puovided by routines
culled from MACSYMA. The problem in using these routines
is that they are just black boxes, and the quantitative
knowledge needs other kinds of interactions than those
normally provided by theseroutines. A simple example is the
occurrenceof multiple roots. In general MACS\’MA doesnot
generate appropriate explanations for why it fails to achieve
some particular manipulation. NEWTON should have had
another representationbetween the quantitative and the
mathematical which knew about mathematiss and about
MACSYMA. -

Thesedifficulties originate from a far naore serious
shortcoming of NEWTON: it treats equations purely as
constraint expressions. It Is solving a physical problem for
which an inherent duality exists betweenthesymbolic structure
of the expressions and the actual physical situations. Each
mathem.,tucal ituanipulation of the equationsreflects sonic
featureof the physical situation. The manipulation should be
underconstantcontrol and observationsuch that any unusual
features or difficulties should be immediately reported to the
rest of the problem-solverwhich then decides how to proceed.
This requires that theproblem-solverhave much more contiot
over the symbolic manipulationroutinesand constantlynaonitor
transformationson the expressionsto what import they have

on the physicalsituation. Onepossibility for the nianiptilation
routinesare thosesuggestedby Bundy EBtindy 75).
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